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Repeats and correlations in human DNA sequences
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We study the nucleotide-nucleotide mutual information functionI (k) of the DNA sequences of the three
completely sequenced human chromosomes 20, 21, and 22. We find in each human chromosome~i! the
absence of thek53 base pair~bp! sequence periodicity characteristic for protein coding regions,~ii ! the
absence of thek510–11 bp sequence periodicity characteristic for both protein secondary structure and DNA
bendability, and~iii ! the presence of significant statistical dependencies at aboutk5135 bp and at aboutk
5165 bp. We investigate to which degree the density and composition of interspersed repeats might explain
these observed statistical patterns in all three human chromosomes. We use simple stochastic models to
substitute known interspersed repeats and find by numerical studies that~iv! the presence of interspersed
repeats dominates short-range correlations as measured byI (k) on the scale of several hundred base pairs in
human chromosomes 20, 21, and 22. On the other hand, we find that~v! interspersed repeats contribute only
weakly to long-range correlations due to the clustering of highly abundantAlu repeats.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of statistical patterns in genomic DNA is
interest, since correlations may reflect biologically sign
cant features of primary structures@1–4#. For instance, the
sequence periodicity of 3 base pairs~bp! indicates the pres
ence of protein coding sequences, such that this signal ca
used to distinguish coding and noncoding DNA@5#, and se-
quence periodicities of 10–11 bp reflect DNA bendabil
@6,7# as well as the secondary structure of proteins@8,9#. On
the next length scale, correlations in the order of 102 bp have
been found in random walk studies@10#. In subsequent stud
ies it has been proposed that correlations on this length s
can be explained by the nucleosomal structure in eukary
@11,12#. Compositional heterogeneities on length scales
ceeding hundreds of base pairs and ranging up to a
106 bp are a well-known biological phenomenon related
the presence of isochores@13,14# and these long-range co
relations can be approximated by power laws@15–17#.

Initial analyses of the first draft form of the human g
nome @18,19# show that protein coding regions constitu
less than 3% of the total genome, which makes the comp
annotation of protein coding and noncoding regions a d
cult task@18–20#. In contrast to the small percentage of pr
tein coding DNA, about 50% of the human genome cons
of repetitive sequences@18#. Repeats are multiple approx
mate copies of patterns of nucleotides of various leng
most of which are dispersed throughout the genome. He
more than the presence of protein coding regions, the p
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ence of repetitive sequences can be expected to influe
correlations in human DNA sequences to a large extent.

Here, we study the mutual information functionI (k) of
the DNA sequences of chromosomes 20, 21, and 22 in o
to investigate short- and long-range correlations in th
three completed human chromosomes@21#. The paper is or-
ganized as follows: in Sec. II we introduce the notation a
defineI (k), in Sec. III we study short-range (10 . . . 102 bp)
and long-range (103 . . . 106 bp) nucleotide-nucleotide corre
lations by computingI (k) of the DNA sequences of chromo
somes 20, 21, and 22, and in Secs. IV–VI we discuss
presence of interspersed repeats and study to which de
these correlations might be related to repeats common in
the three human chromosomes.

II. SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

The primary structure of DNA is polymeric and can b
considered as a symbolic sequence ofl54 symbols
$A1 ,A2 ,A3 ,A4%[$A,C,G,T%, where A refers to adenine, C
refers to cytosine, G refers to guanine, and T refers to thy
ine. We denote bypi ( i 51,2, . . . ,l) the relative frequency
of Ai and by pi j (k) the relative frequency of the pair o
symbolsAi andAj in a distancek. Assuming that the DNA
sequence under study can be considered as a realization
stationary and ergodic process, one may associate withpi the
probability of finding, at any given sequence position, t
symbolAi , and one may associate withpi j (k) the joint prob-
ability of finding, at any given positions spaced byk sym-
bols, the pair of symbolsAi andAj . Two symbols in a dis-
tancek are statistically independent ifpi j (k) factorizes to
pi j 5pipj for all i and j. The nucleotide-nucleotide mutua
information function@22,23#
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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I ~k![ (
i , j 51

l

pi j ~k!log2

pi j ~k!

pipj
~1!

quantifies in units of bits the amount of information that o
can obtain about the identity of symbolAj by learning the
identity of symbolAi locatedk symbols upstream ofAj .
Clearly, I (k)50 for random, uncorrelated sequences, a
I (k).0 if pi j 5” pipj for somei and j, so I (k) measures any
deviation from statistical independence. ExpandingI (k) in
terms ofpi j 2pipj , one finds that up to second order term
the mutual information function is proportional to the su
over all l2 squared correlation functionsC(k), and so a
power-law decay ofC(k);k2g is equivalently described by
I (k);k22g @24#. Finite sample effects bias estimates ofI (k)
and the bias of the mutual information function increas
with the distancek. Approximate analytic expressions fo
systematic and statistical errors are summarized elsew
@24,25#.

III. CORRELATIONS IN HUMAN CHROMOSOMES
20, 21, AND 22

In this section we studyI (k) of human chromosomes 20
21, and 22, with the goal of quantifying short-range a
long-range correlations in the DNA sequences of these
three finished human chromosomes@26#. Table I summarizes
several statistical features of chromosomes 20, 21, and
including the proportion of various interspersed repeat c
egories. We note, in passing, that these three chromoso
contain about 40% interspersed repeats, and chromosom
has a higher concentration of G and C nucleotides than
chromosomes 20 and 21.

Figure 1 showsI (k) in the DNA sequences of huma
chromosomes 20, 21, and 22 fork51,2, . . . ,106 bp. We find
significant statistical dependencies up to 106 bp in all the
three chromosomes, and we find that the decay ofI (k) in
these three human chromosomes can be approximate
power laws with exponents 2g (Chr20)'0.5, 2g (Chr21)'0.5,
and 2g (Chr22)'0.6. The decay ofI (k) in chromosome 22 is
steeper thanI (k) in chromosomes 20 and 21, and it deca
up to k5105 bp, whereas in chromosomes 20 and 21
ranges up tok5104 bp. This is in accord with previous
analyses of the pronounced heterogeneity in human chro
some 22@27–29#.

TABLE I. Selected features for human chromosomes 20,
and 22@26#.

Feature Chr20 Chr21 Chr22

Length ~units of 106 bp) 59.1 33.8 33.8
G1C ~%! 44 41 48
Genes 727 225 546
Repeats~%! 42 38 42
Alu repeats 27931 11874 22659
Alu repeats~%! 13 9 17

aPutative protein coding gene count.
bBased on annotation usingREPEATMASKER @34#.
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In a related study@12#, the compositional heterogeneity i
human chromosome 21 has been examined by spe
analysis@30#. Since the spectral exponentS( f ); f 2b is re-
lated to I (k);k22g via g512b, a value ofb (Chr21)'0.7
corresponds to 2g (Chr21)'0.6, which is comparable to ou
findings from Fig. 1. It has been demonstrated that th
long-range correlations are mainly due to the presence
isochores in human DNA@14,17,18,29#.

In the remaining part of this paper we concentrate on
analysis of short-range correlations up to aboutk5200 bp.
Figure 2 showsI (k) of the DNA sequences of human chro
mosomes 20, 21, and 22 fork51,2, . . .,200 bp, and we find
several statistically significant signals in this range. Figur
shows that in contrast to the correlation structure in ye
chromosomes@7#, I (k) in human chromosomes 20, 21, an
22 is neither dominated by sequence periodicities ofk
53 bp nor by sequence periodicities ofk510–11 bp. In-
stead, in those three chromosomesI (k) exhibits pronounced
peaks at aboutk5135 bp and at aboutk5165 bp that cannot
be attributed to statistical fluctuations. In the following se
tions we discuss the origin of these signals in connect
with the presence of interspersed repeats.

IV. REPEAT CONTENT IN HUMAN CHROMOSOMES
20, 21, AND 22

Repetitive sequences form almost half of the human
nome@18,19#. They can be classified into several categor
@31,32#, and about 45% of the human genome belongs
interspersed repeats@18,33#. Other repeat categories com
prise, e.g., direct repetitions of oligonucleotides or tandem
repeated sequences. Interspersed repeats fall into severa

,

FIG. 1. Mutual information functionI (k) of the DNA sequences
of human chromosomes~Chr! 20, 21, and 22.I (k) has been multi-
plied by 1021 ~Chr20! and by 1022 ~Chr21!, respectively, to allow
for clear representation. The systematic error~standard deviation!
due to finite sample size is in the order of 1027 (10210) bits @24,25#.
Lines represent the least-squares regressions fork
51,2, . . . ,104 bp with exponents 2g (Chr20)'0.5 and 2g ( Chr21)

'0.5, and fork51,2, . . . ,105 bp with exponent 2g (Chr22)'0.6.
3-2
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classes, such as long interspersed nucleic elements~LINEs!
with a length of up to 63103 bp and short intersperse
nucleic elements~SINEs! with a length of several hundre
base pairs.

One established procedure of finding repeats is based
comprehensive organism-specific collection of presen
known repetitive sequences, and the recognition of hig
homologous stretches of DNA by similarity search has b
implemented inREPEATMASKER @34#, a program to locate
and classify interspersed repeats in DNA sequences. Figu
shows histograms for the length distributions of intersper
repeats in human chromosomes 20, 21, and 22 as iden
by REPEATMASKER.

A human-specific and very abundant family of SINEs a
Alu repeats, which constitute about 10% of the human
nome.Alu’s have been connected with sequence-specific
tegration@35,36#, genome organization@37,38#, regulation of
enzyme activity@39#, or human chromosome segregati
@40#.

An Alu is a dimer consisting of two approximately 13
bp-long monomeric units, with an insertion sequence~about

FIG. 2. Mutual information functionI (k) of the DNA sequences
of human chromosomes 20, 21, and 22.I (k) shows clear correla-
tions over several hundred base pairs. On the length scale 10,k
,200 bp, two pronounced signals at aboutk5135 bp and at abou
k5165 bp are common to all three human chromosomes.
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30 bp! in the second unit, and it is flanked by direct repe
@32,33#. Figure 4 sketches twoAlu repeats consecutively
Most truncated repeats correspond to monomeric version
Alu repeats. A sequence alignment of truncatedAlu’s using
the programCLUSTALX @41# reveals that many of them matc
the first or second units of completeAlu sequences. Corre
spondingly, the large peak in Fig. 3 at aboutL5300 bp is
due to the high abundance of ‘‘complete’’Alu repeats, while
the broader peak at aboutL5150 bp is due to the high abun
dance of ‘‘partial’’ Alu repeats.

V. EFFECTS OF REPEATS ON SHORT-RANGE
CORRELATIONS

In this section, we study to which degree interspers
repeats contribute to the observed short-range correlati
by replacing repeats by simulated sequences while maint

FIG. 3. Histograms of interspersed repeats of lengthL. We use
equidistant bins of a single base pair for all annotated interspe
repeats in human chromosomes 20, 21, and 22. The histog
show a clear abundance of repeats at aboutL5300 bp correspond-
ing to the presence ofAlu repeats and other peaks at aboutL
5150 corresponding to truncatedAlu’s. In addition, all histograms
exhibit long tails possibly due to the presence of LINEs as well
a number of repeats at smaller lengths.
monomer

FIG. 4. Structure of two inserted, adjacentAlu repeats separated by a gap. Members of theAlu family are similar and exhibit about 87%

homology to a consensus sequence, which is about 290 bp long and consists of a dimeric structure of two monomers, while one
maintains an insertion sequence. The monomers are linked by an adenine-rich tract~A! and contain a poly-~A! tract (A)n in the downstream
region. In addition to internal correlations, the distribution of gaps betweenAlu’s can induce correlations in DNA sequences.
3-3
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ing the actual chromosomal positions of repeats. In a fi
attempt, ~i! we extract the relative frequenciespi

(Chr20),
pi

(Chr21), and pi
(Chr22) from the nonrepetitive fractions o

chromosomes 20, 21, and 22,~ii ! generate random, uncorre
lated sequences, and~iii ! substitute repeats by simulated s
quences in each chromosome. We distinguish two rep
modified versions of human chromosomes: in chromoso
20a, 21a, and 22a, we replace all interspersed repeats
random, uncorrelated nucleotides, and in chromosomes

FIG. 5. Mutual information functionI (k) of the DNA sequences
of human chromosomes 20, 20a~all interspersed repeats replaced!,
and 20b~Alu repeats replaced!. I (k) in chromosomes 20a and 20
is consistently smaller thanI (k) in chromosome 20 due to the sub
stitution of 42%~20a!, respectively, 13%~20b! sequence with ran-
dom, uncorrelated nucleotides. The long-range correlations in
repeat-modified sequences persist in chromosomes 20a and 2

FIG. 6. Mutual information functionI (k) of the DNA sequences
of human chromosome 20 and of the repeat-modified versions
and 20b. The suppression ofI (k) at aboutk5135 and at aboutk
5165 bp in chromosomes 20a and 20b as compared toI (k) in
chromosome 20 relates these correlations to the presence of
spersedAlu repeats.
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21b, and 22b, we replace solelyAlu repeats with random
uncorrelated nucleotides.

Figure 5 shows a double-logarithmic plot ofI (k) in chro-
mosomes 20, 20a, and 20b. We find that fork
51,2, . . . ,105 bp, I (k) is larger in human chromosome 2
than in 20a and 20b, and that the slow~power-law! decay of
I (k) persists in both chromosomes 20a and 20b.

In Fig. 6, we showI (k) for k51,2, . . .,200 bp, and con-
trast I (k) in chromosome 20 withI (k) in chromosomes 20a
and 20b. We find thatI (k) in chromosomes 20a and 20
shows significantly less correlations~peaks! than in chromo-
some 20, and hence Fig. 6 demonstrates that short-range
relations are dominated byAlu repeats. It is also worth not
ing that repeat-induced peaks suppress other signals in
range, such as several pronounced signals at multiplesk
56 bp, and so we apply the Fourier transform to study
riodic nucleotide variations in terms of frequencies.

Specifically, we test whether the Fourier transformF is
able to reveal both the 3 bp and 10–11 bp sequence pe
icities in repeat-modified sequences. Since it is known t
DNA bendability is governed by dinucleotides@42,43# and
that correlations of weakly binding nucleotides~W 5 A or T!
give rise to pronounced signals@7#, we calculate the
dinucleotide-dinucleotide correlation functionC(k) between
WW dinucleotide pairs@44#. Figure 7 showsC(k) in chro-
mosomes 20a, 21a, and 22a, and we find frequency com

e
.

0a

er-

FIG. 7. Fourier transformF of the WW dinucleotide-
dinucleotide correlation functionC(k) of the DNA sequence of
human chromosomes 20a, 21a, and 22a@45#. We analyze first-order
differencesDC(k) of C(k) in order to remove trends in the corre
lation function @46#, and show the absolute values ofF@DC(k)#.
The randomization of repeats suppresses signals in the rank
,200 bp, and hence signals at 3 bp and at about 10–11 b
nonrepetitive sequences become detectable. For the periodf
53 bp, the height of the signal reflects the generally higher g
density in chromosomes 20 and 22 than in chromosome 21~cf.
Table I!. For another sequence period at about 1/f 510–11 bp, this
signal is present in both coding and noncoding fractions of chrom
somes 20a, 21a, and 22a, and may thus be attributed to DNA b
ability.
3-4
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REPEATS AND CORRELATIONS IN HUMAN DNA SEQUENCES PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061913 ~2003!
nents atf 2153 bp and at aboutf 21510–11 bp@45#. While
a frequency of 3 bp is characteristic for protein coding
gions, a frequency of about 10–11 bp is characteristic
DNA bendability.

On the length scale 100,k,200, the mutual information
function of original, un-modified DNA sequences exhib
two marked peaks at aboutk5135 bp and at aboutk
5165 bp, which are common to all three chromosom
Both peaks reflect the internal structure ofAlu repeats~cf.
Fig. 3!. Even thoughAlu repeats constitute less than a half
the total fraction of interspersed repeats, they contrib
strongly to the repeat-induced correlations. The first pea
about k5135 can be explained by the dimericAlu repeat
structure and correlated nucleotides in the duplicated mo
mers. The second peak at aboutk5165 can be explained b
specific homopolymeric A-rich sequences withinAlu repeats.
Since each monomer has a poly-~A! downstream region, the
excess of adenine nucleotides appears as a peak at abk
5165 bp.

It is interesting that two other characteristic lengths in
human genome are on the same scale:~i! the average length
of internal, fully protein coding regions~exons! is about 145
bp @18#, and~ii ! DNA stretches of about 150 bp are wrapp
around nucleosomes@46#. Both features could potentially
contribute to the observed short-range correlations. Ea
GC content oscillations with a period of 150–200 bp@47#, as
well as correlations up to 200 bp@11,12#, have been attrib-
uted to DNA nucleosomal signals in human DNA sequenc
Figure 6 shows that correlations at least up tok'200 bp are
strongly dominated by interspersed repeats. Hence, the i
pretation of such correlations as characteristic for nucl
somes might have to be reconsidered.

VI. EFFECTS OF REPEATS ON LONG-RANGE
CORRELATIONS

As shown in the preceding section,Alu repeats induce
short-range correlations due to their internal dimeric str
ture, while Fig. 5 showed that the removal of any intern
repeat structure has only minor effects on the power-law
cay. However, a large fraction of repeats is disper
throughout the human genome, and in this section we inv
tigate to which degree their distribution may influence t
slow decay ofI (k) in human chromosomes 20, 21, and 22
demonstrated in Fig. 1.

In particular, the more than 106 Alu repeats within the
human genome comprise a predominant category of rep
in human chromosomes and accumulate in the genome
a preference toward gene-rich chromosomal regions@18,33#.
Histograms of distances between adjacentAlu repeats show
significant deviations from an exponential decay expec
for random chromosomal positions of repeats, and so
study the possible effects of the presence of clustering
long-range correlations.

In order to reveal effects ofAlu repeat clustering on the
decay properties ofI (k), we positionally randomizeAlu re-
peats in chromosome 20 by reinsertingAlu’s at randomly and
uniformly chosen positions in chromosome 20r. Figure
shows a double-logarithmic plot ofI (k) in chromosome 20
06191
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and after the positionally randomization of about 28 000Alu
repeats in chromosome 20r. We find that short-range co
lations up to aboutk5300 bp are hardly affected by th
positional randomizationAlu repeats as expected. Furthe
more, we find thatI (k) shows only a weak, albeit significan
decrease of long-range correlations for increasingk beyond
k5300 bp, and we obtain qualitatively similar results f
chromosomes 21r and 22r.

To clarify the effects of the presence of repeat cluster
on the decay properties ofI (k) beyondk.300 bp, we ex-
amine I (k) in simplified, binary translated DNA sequence
(l52). Given a DNA sequence of lengthN, we obtain a
binary symbolic sequence by definingAi51 (Ai50) at po-
sition xn , n51,2, . . . ,N, if Ai is inside ~outside! an Alu
repeat. Figure 9 shows a double-logarithmic plot ofI (k) of
the binary translated DNA sequence of chromosome 20
of the binary translated DNA sequence of chromosome 2
We find thatI (k) shows at aboutk5300 bp a pronounced
drop in the binary translated sequence of chromosome
and is consistently smaller than in the binary translated
quence of chromosome 20.

Figure 9 shows fork.300 bp much more pronounce
differences betweenI (k) in the binary translated sequenc
of chromosomes 20 and 20r than betweenI (k) in the DNA
sequences of chromosomes 20 and 20r in Fig. 8. Note
the relationship betweenAlu repeat clustering and GC con
tent is nontrivial@18,38,48#, so the slow decay ofI (k) in Fig.
9 cannot be explained solely by considering long-range
variations. Furthermore,Alu repeats are distributed ove
about a dozen subfamilies with varying degrees of simila
to their consensus, different ages, and different retrotrans
sition rates. One explanation for the less pronounced dif
ence long-range correlations in Fig. 8 is that the amoun

FIG. 8. Mutual information functionI (k) of the DNA sequence
of human chromosomes 20 and of the positionally randomized
sion of chromosome 20r. We randomize the sequence by cuttingAlu
repeats from their original insert position and reinserting them
randomly and uniformly chosen positions without overlap. We fi
that for k51,2, . . .,300 bp I (k) is virtually unaffected by posi-
tional randomization of interspersedAlu repeats, whileI (k) shows
increasingly less pair correlations with increasingk.300 bp.
3-5
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HOLSTE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061913 ~2003!
decrease ofI (k) depends on the overall GC content in h
man chromosomes. Most interspersedAlu repeats are GC
rich @18,31,49#, so the contrast between interspersedAlu re-
peats and nonrepetitive background is diminished in hum
chromosomes with a high GC content~such as chromosom
22!, in which repeats and the nonrepetitive background h
a similar DNA composition. On the other hand, a bina
translation merges allAlu repeats families into one singl
type, such that the contrast betweenAlu’s and background
sequence becomes enhanced.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We study correlations in the DNA sequences of th
completed human chromosomes, and we analyze the de
to which interspersed repeats influence short-range and l
range correlations by comparingI (k) in the DNA sequences
of chromosomes 20, 21, and 22 with both repeat-random
and positionally randomized sequences.

We find that on the length scale of several base pairs,I (k)
shows no clear indications of sequence periodicities suc
k53 bp characteristic for protein coding sequences ok
510–11 bp characteristic for protein secondary struct
and DNA bendability. These signals are hidden by inter

FIG. 9. Mutual information functionI (k) of the binary trans-
lated DNA sequences of human chromosomes 20 and 20r. We
that for k51,2, . . .,300 bpI (k) shows similar decay properties i
chromosomes 20 and 20r. It steeply drops at a distance of abok
5300 bp, whileI (k) in chromosome 20 is consistently larger th
I (k) in chromosome 20r. Beyondk.300 bp ~and up to aboutk
5105 bp), the slow decay ofI (k);k22g in chromosome 20 can b
approximated by a power law with exponent 2g'0.2.
r-
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correlations of interspersed repeats. After the randomiza
of interspersed repeats, signals atk53 bp and at aboutk
510–11 bp become detectable in the Fourier spectrum
the dinucleotide correlation functionC(k). For the peak at
aboutk510–11 is present in the noncoding fraction of chr
mosomes 20, 21, and 22, this signal is indicative of DN
nucleosomal packaging. It is interesting that thek
510–11 bp sequence periodicity has previously been
scribed in bacterial genomes, as well as in the yeast gen
@7#, and henceC(k) gives first indications that such a sign
might also be present in the human genome.

On the next length scale of several hundred base pairs
observe thatI (k) is dominated by correlation within repet
tive sequences. Specifically, we find that two statistically s
nificant signals at aboutk5135 bp and at aboutk5165 bp
are caused by internal correlations within the sequence
interspersedAlu repeats. While the peak at aboutk
5135 bp can be explained by correlated repetitive nuc
otides in the dimericAlu structure, the second peak at abo
k5165 bp can be explained by an excess of homopolym
poly-~A! sequences. It is known that the average length
internal, fully protein coding regions~exons! and DNA
stretches wrapped around nucleosomes are in the same
of about 150 bp. Since the strength of repeat-induced co
lations overrides sequence periodicities relevant to D
bendability, the detection of such correlations as characte
tic for nucleosomes might have to be reconsidered and a
natively be studied in repeat-randomized DNA sequen
@11,12#.

Human chromosomes 20, 21, and 22 exhibit long-ran
~power law! correlations exceeding several hundred ba
pairs and ranging over several orders of magnitude. Th
findings are in accord with previous studies showing G
content fluctuations over long distances@17,18,26,36#. On
these length scales, we study repeat clustering@35,50# as one
possible source of long-ranging instationarities and ass
the impact of clustering by using the positional randomiz
tion of Alu repeats. We find that the clustering ofAlu’s con-
tributes only marginally to the observed long-range corre
tions in the DNA sequences of human chromosomes 20,
and 22, and so additional mechanisms need to be consid
to explain the presence of long-range GC content variati
of human chromosomes@51,52#. One possible mechanism
that could explain the origin of variations of GC nucleotid
on a genomic scale is discussed elsewhere@53#.
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